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Abstract

The relatively unconstrained internal structure of Venus is a missing piece in our understanding of the Solar System formation

and evolution. To determine the seismic structure of Venus’ interior, the detection of seismic waves generated by venusquakes

is crucial, as recently shown by the new seismic and geodetic constraints on Mars’ interior obtained by the InSight mission. In

the next decades multiple missions will fly to Venus to explore its tectonic and volcanic activity, but they will not be able to

conclusively report on seismicity or detect actual seismic waves.

Looking towards the next fleet of Venus missions in the future, various concepts to measure seismic waves have already been

explored in the past decades. These detection methods include typical geophysical ground sensors already deployed on Earth,

the Moon, and Mars; pressure sensors on balloons; and airglow imagers on orbiters to detect ground motion, the infrasound

signals generated by seismic waves, and the corresponding airglow variations in the upper atmosphere.

Here, we provide a first comparison between the detection capabilities of these different measurement techniques and recent

estimates of Venus’ seismic activity.

In addition, we discuss the performance requirements and measurement durations required to detect seismic waves with the
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various detection methods. As such, our study clearly presents the advantages and limitations of the different seismic wave

detection techniques and can be used to drive the design of future mission concepts aiming to study the seismicity of Venus.
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Key Points:23

• The capabilities of various measurement concepts to detect quakes on Venus are24

estimated and compared to recent Venus seismicity estimates25

• Ground sensors are limited by their short measurement duration, but also by a26

minimum noise level that may be below atmosphere induced noise27

• Atmospheric seismology concepts are limited to large quake magnitudes, and air-28

glow imagers are favored relative to balloon measurements29
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Abstract30

The relatively unconstrained internal structure of Venus is a missing piece in our31

understanding of the Solar System formation and evolution. To determine the seismic32

structure of Venus’ interior, the detection of seismic waves generated by venusquakes is33

crucial, as recently shown by the new seismic and geodetic constraints on Mars’ interior34

obtained by the InSight mission. In the next decades multiple missions will fly to Venus35

to explore its tectonic and volcanic activity, but they will not be able to conclusively re-36

port on seismicity or detect actual seismic waves. Looking towards the next fleet of Venus37

missions in the future, various concepts to measure seismic waves have already been ex-38

plored in the past decades. These detection methods include typical geophysical ground39

sensors already deployed on Earth, the Moon, and Mars; pressure sensors on balloons;40

and airglow imagers on orbiters to detect ground motion, the infrasound signals gener-41

ated by seismic waves, and the corresponding airglow variations in the upper atmosphere.42

Here, we provide a first comparison between the detection capabilities of these different43

measurement techniques and recent estimates of Venus’ seismic activity. In addition, we44

discuss the performance requirements and measurement durations required to detect seis-45

mic waves with the various detection methods. As such, our study clearly presents the46

advantages and limitations of the different seismic wave detection techniques and can47

be used to drive the design of future mission concepts aiming to study the seismicity of48

Venus.49

Plain Language Summary50

We do not really know what the interior of Venus looks like. Even the first-order51

structure of the size of Venus’ core is plagued with large uncertainties. For other plan-52

ets, such as the Earth and Mars, the interior structure is much better constrained. This53

is largely thanks to the seismological investigations performed on these planets that re-54

vealed their interior structure by studying the seismic waves caused by quakes. In the55

next decades, new missions will fly to Venus to explore its tectonic and volcanic activ-56

ity, but they will not be able to detect any seismic waves. In order to help design future57

mission concepts, we discuss instruments that could record seismic waves, as already used58

on the Earth, the Moon, and Mars; instruments on balloons that could float in the Venu-59

sian atmosphere; and instruments on spacecrafts that monitor the variations of atmo-60

spheric emissions caused by seismic waves originating at the surface. We compare all these61

different techniques with each other and with recent estimates of Venus’ seismic activ-62

ity to see which of them works best in different scenarios.63

1 Introduction64

The internal structures of the planets are key information to better understand the65

formation and the evolution of our Solar System. Although Venus is similar to Earth in66

terms of size and mass, our knowledge of its internal structure is limited due to its slow67

rotation, which hinders the determination of its moment of inertia (Margot et al., 2021)68

and creates large error bars on Love number estimates (Dumoulin et al., 2017). The de-69

tection and characterization of seismic waves is the best tool to infer the internal struc-70

ture of planets (Lognonné et al., 2023). However, the deployment of long-duration geo-71

physical instrumentation, which demonstrated its capabilities during the InSight mis-72

sion on Mars (Stähler et al., 2021; Durán, Khan, Ceylan, Zenhäusern, et al., 2022; Durán,73

Khan, Ceylan, Charalambous, et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022; Samuel et al., 2023; Lognonné74

et al., 2023) is not possible on Venus due to its harsh surface conditions. At the same75

time, there is a growing number of studies that have presented evidence that Venus is76

volcanically and tectonically active at present (Smrekar et al., 2010; Gülcher et al., 2020;77

Byrne et al., 2021; Van Zelst, 2022; Smrekar et al., 2023; Herrick & Hensley, 2023) in-78

dicating that the planet is probably also seismically active. Indeed, recent estimates of79
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Venus’ seismicity indicate that Venus could host hundreds of quakes per year with Mw ≥80

5 when Venus is assumed to be moderately active and potentially be as seismically ac-81

tive as the Earth in its most extreme end-member scenario (Van Zelst et al., 2024).82

Despite the compelling arguments in favor of monitoring seismic wave propagation83

in Venus, none of the three missions scheduled by ESA and NASA to visit Venus in the84

next decade (i.e., the EnVision (Widemann et al., 2022), VERITAS (Smrekar et al., 2022),85

and DAVINCI+ (Garvin et al., 2022) missions) are targeting the detection of seismic waves.86

This is primarily due to the challenges associated with conducting such measurements87

for Venus. Over the past decade, various measurement concepts have been explored, falling88

into three main categories: (i) ground deformation instruments deployed on the planet’s89

surface, (ii) infrasound sensors mounted on balloon platforms, and (iii) airglow imagers90

on board orbiters (Stevenson et al., 2015). The concepts for ground surface deployment91

of seismic sensors are limited by the high atmospheric surface temperature (≈740 K) in92

the absence of high temperature electronics. This limits the measurement duration to93

a total amount of approximately one day (Kremic et al., 2020). Seismic infrasound de-94

tection methods concern themselves with the low attenuation of upward-propagating in-95

frasound waves created by seismic waves below 1 Hz (Garcia et al., 2005). These infra-96

sounds conserve the dispersion features of seismic surface waves during their upward prop-97

agation (Lognonné et al., 2016). These two properties allow us to assume that the in-98

frasound created by seismic surface waves retains all the properties of seismic surface waves99

that are necessary to determine the seismic velocity profile in the first hundreds of kilo-100

meters depth of the planet, as it was done by InSight on Mars (Kim et al., 2022; Car-101

rasco et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). Two different concepts based on the detection of seis-102

mic infrasound have been investigated thoroughly in the past decade. First, pressure sen-103

sors on board of balloon platforms have been studied (Stevenson et al., 2015; Krishnamoor-104

thy & Bowman, 2023). Their capabilities to detect and characterise seismic waves have105

been demonstrated theoretically and have even been observed on Earth recently for the106

first time (Brissaud et al., 2021; Garcia et al., 2022). Secondly, airglow emission varia-107

tions induced by seismically generated tsunami waves have been observed on Earth (Makela108

et al., 2011; Occhipinti et al., 2011) and the sensitivity of airglow emissions to gravity109

waves has been observed in Venus atmosphere (Garcia et al., 2009). Indeed, mission con-110

cepts targeted to the observation of seismically-induced variations of 1.27 µm nightglow111

and 4.3 µm dayglow in Venus’ atmosphere have been developed (Stevenson et al., 2015;112

Sutin et al., 2018).113

The purpose of this study is to perform a first comparison between the capabili-114

ties of all these diverse measurement techniques and the most recent estimates of Venus115

seismicity. For each observation technique, we also discuss the minimum performance116

and measurement duration. We focus on globally observable seismic waves for events of117

moment magnitude larger than 3 (MW > 3).118

2 Estimating seismic wave detection capabilities of different observa-119

tion concepts120

2.1 Seismic signal estimates121

In the absence of internal structure models of Venus that are directly constrained122

by data, the currently-used internal structure models of Venus are constrained by plan-123

etary formation and geodynamic models, solar abundance estimates, and physical assump-124

tions, and rely on the adaptation of Earth models to Venus conditions (Zharkov, 1983;125

Gudkova & Zharkov, 2020). As a consequence, these models present a large uncertainty126

in terms of both seismic velocities and seismic attenuation parameters. This is why we127

choose to base our estimates of seismic wave amplitudes and frequency content on Earth’s128

scaling relations, rather than performing complex computations in highly uncertain mod-129

els of the Venusian interior. Because seismic surface waves show the highest amplitude130
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for shallow quakes on Earth, we will assume that these waves are also dominating the131

seismic signal on Venus in the quake magnitude range considered in this study, i.e., mo-132

ment magnitudes larger than 3.0. In addition, since the dispersion of seismic surface waves133

is strongly dependent on the seismic structure of the crust and the top of the mantle,134

the observation of these waves is critical to constrain the structure of the first hundreds135

of kilometers of Venus’ interior. The definition of surface-wave magnitude, MS, shows136

a direct link with the amplitude of the seismic surface Rayleigh waves around the 20 s137

period:138

MS = log10

(
Ad

TS

)
+ 1.66 log10(∆) + 3.3, (1)

where MS is the surface wave magnitude, Ad the vertical ground displacement in µm,139

TS is the period considered for measuring Ad, and ∆ is the epicentral distance of the quake140

in degrees (Bormann & Dewey, 2012). We will use this relation to determine the am-141

plitude of the surface Rayleigh waves as a function of distance for a given surface wave142

magnitude.143

2.2 Atmosphere effects and parameters144

The detectability of infrasound by balloon platforms and airglow imagers is sen-145

sitive to the amplitude of the source and atmospheric path effects (Garcia et al., 2005).146

In particular, attenuation processes on Venus can strongly dampen and disperse the in-147

frasound energy. To assess the impact of attenuation on acoustic waves, we determine148

the energy loss vs. altitude for a vertically propagating planar wave. In the frequency149

range of interest (0.01–1 Hz), the attenuation of infrasound in the Venusian atmosphere150

is dominated by CO2 relaxation effects (Bass & Chambers, 2001; Petculescu, 2016), al-151

though some contributions are also expected from sulfuric acid (H2SO4) droplet-related152

processes, primarily in the cloudy 45 to 70 km altitude regime (Trahan & Petculescu,153

2020).154

We compute atmospheric parameters using the Venus Climate Database (VCD)155

(Gilli et al., 2017, 2021; Martinez et al., 2023) to estimate the attenuation due to CO2156

relaxation, αCO2(z). We extract a single vertical profile of specific heats, and sound speed157

is extracted at the equator at midday local time. From this VCD profile, we then use158

the approach described in Garcia et al. (2017) to extract the CO2 relaxation frequency159

and relaxation strength, as well as the sound speed as a function of altitude. In low-attenuation160

scenarios, it is appropriate to sum the attenuation contributions from CO2 and H2SO4161

(Nachman et al., 1990), to obtain the total attenuation αtot(z) = αCO2(z)+αH2SO4(z).162

In Figure 1, we use these estimates to explore the amplitude loss using a plane-wave as-163

sumption, focusing on acoustic waves at periods from 1 to 50 s from the ground up to164

140 km altitude. A significant increase in attenuation occurs in the cloud layers, where165

strong diffusion-mediated phase changes occur due to sulfuric acid droplets (Petculescu,166

2016). Yet, our estimates suggest that attenuation has an insignificant impact on acous-167

tic waves of periods larger than 1 second up to the bottom of the airglow layer IR1. At168

the altitude of airglow layer IR2, longer-period waves of interest for airglow (10 s to 50 s169

period) are not damped much. However, at this altitude, a significant energy loss of ∼50%170

is predicted, which dramatically reduces the likelihood of detection for 1 s period waves.171

Note that this analysis assumes linear acoustics and takes neither nonlinear propagation172

nor wave-breaking effects into account.173

2.3 Estimating the minimum number of events per magnitude per year174

In this section, we provide detection thresholds that can be directly compared to175

seismicity estimates (Van Zelst et al., 2024). To do so, we estimate the requirements to176

detect at least one event larger than a given magnitude during the full mission duration.177
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Figure 1. (a) plane-wave infrasound attenuation (α in dB/km) based on a Venus Climate

Database (VCD) atmospheric profile, including both the αH2SO4 and the αCO2 contributions, and

the sulfuric acid cloud contributions given in Trahan and Petculescu (2020). We consider wave

periods from 1 to 50 s. (b) The total loss (in dB) due to the attenuation in (a), integrated from

the ground up to the given altitude. The two vertical dashed lines indicate accumulated ampli-

tude losses of 1% and 50%.

Assuming the seismic events to be Poisson distributed and setting our desired probabil-178

ity of detection at 63% yields the following relation for a signal-to-noise ratio threshold179

of one:180

Nmin
m (MS) =

1

Tm

SP

Sm(MS)
, (2)

where Tm is time in Earth years, SP is the surface area of Venus, and *m signifies method181

m: s for seismometer, r for ground rotation sensor, d for ground Distributed Acoustic182

Sensing (DAS), b for pressure sensors on board balloons and a for airglow imagers. Us-183

ing this relation, the surface area Sm(MS) over which a quake of a given surface-wave184

magnitude MS can be detected by a given method is investigated in the following sec-185

tions.186

This relation is only valid statistically with a 63% confidence interval if we assume187

that the seismic events have a Poisson distribution. Moreover, it is assumed that the seis-188

mic event probability is homogeneous over the Venus surface, which is unrealistic, but189

a starting point at a time when no actual mission concept is evaluated. Our estimates190

thus provide a lower bound of the detection limits of each measurement concept.191
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In order to estimate SP

Sm(MS)
, we need to estimate a maximum distance ∆m(MS),192

usually in degrees, at which the event can be detected for the different methods, within193

a signal-to-noise ratio larger than a given value SNRmin. Knowing this number, the sur-194

face area ratio is195

SP

Sm(MS)
=

4π

2π(1 − cos(∆m(MS)))
, (3)

with ∆m(MS) the maximum epicentral distance at which you can expect to detect the196

quake.197

Usually, the noise levels of the instruments are provided in Power of Amplitude Spec-198

tral Density (ASD) in physical unit over square root of hertz (ASDn). In contrast, the199

signal amplitude terms in Equation 1 are provided at a given period (TS), and consequently200

the signal amplitude on the instrument is also in physical units at a given period (Am).201

In order to compare these two numbers, we convert the amplitude spectral density val-202

ues into root-mean-square values, under the conservative hypothesis that we filter the203

signals over a bandwidth of 1/3 octave (±11.5%) around the central frequency fS = 1
TS

.204

As a consequence, the root-mean-square noise amplitude is defined by the product of the205

amplitude spectral density times the square root of the frequency bandwidth, assuming206

that the noise power is constant over the bandwidth (Bormann, 2002):207

Nrms = ASDn

√
0.23

TS
. (4)

As a consequence, the maximum epicentral distance at which you can expect to detect208

a quake of magnitude MS (∆m(MS)) is defined by equating the signal-to-noise ratio to209

its minimum value SNRmin, fixed here to 3:210

Am(∆m(MS))

Nrms
= SNRmin. (5)

In conclusion, in order to estimate Nmin
m (MS), i.e., the minimum number of events per211

year, as a function of surface wave magnitude, to measure at least 1 event of this type212

by a given method, one needs to invert the above equations to get the maximum distance213

at which an event can be detected by a given method ∆m(MS), and then compute Nmin
m (MS)214

through Equations 3 and 2. However, because the relation of Equation 1 holds only for215

teleseismic distances, and because we need the waves to be separated in time in order216

to analyze them properly, we impose ∆m(MS) > 3◦. This restriction sets the lower-bound217

limit on the MS values.218

2.4 Detection capabilities of various observation concepts219

2.4.1 Quake detection by landed seismometer220

Due to the high surface temperatures on Venus and the limited amount of solar en-221

ergy that reaches the surface, deploying instruments on the ground is challenging. With222

conventional electronics, surface landers lasted less than two hours on the Venusian sur-223

face in the past (Kerzhanovich & Marov, 1983; Moroz, 1983). However, to be able to de-224

termine global seismicity levels, several Earth days of active monitoring would proba-225

bly be required at minimum.226

Recent advances in high-temperature electronics (Wilson et al., 2016; Kremic et227

al., 2020; Glass et al., 2020) have made long-lived landers a possibility for the coming228

decades, using silicon carbide (SiC) seismometers. These SiC integrated circuits have been229

demonstrated to provide 60 functioning days in high-fidelity simulated Venusian surface230

conditions (Hunter et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2019; Neudeck et al., 2018). However, the231
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development of the associated electronics coping with the harsh Venus conditions is still232

required.233

Memory is another issue with Venusian surface conditions. Depending on power234

availability, data storage and transmission could be difficult. Tian et al. (2023) designed235

a low-memory algorithm to circumvent this issue that triggers transmission during earth-236

quakes and avoids transmission during wind and other noise events (Tian et al., 2023).237

Only a handful of probes recorded data at the surface of Venus. Only VENERA-238

9 and 10 directly measured the wind for 49 min and 90 s, respectively (Avduevskii et239

al., 1977), and VENERA-13 and 14 indirectly measured the wind speed (Ksanfomaliti240

et al., 1983). The amplitudes of the measured wind speeds are less than 2 m s−1 below241

100 m height (Lorenz, 2016), with a higher probability for values below 0.5 m s−1.242

Simulations with a global circulation model showed the diurnal cycle of the Plan-243

etary Boundary Layer (PBL) activity is correlated with the diurnal cycle of surface winds244

(Lebonnois et al., 2018), with downward katabatic winds at night and upward anabatic245

winds during the day along the slopes of high-elevation terrains. With a high-resolution246

model, Lefèvre et al. (2024) confirmed this diurnal cycle of the surface wind. The resolved247

large-scale horizontal wind at 10 m above the local surface is above 1 m s−1 in the moun-248

tains in the equatorial region and below 0.5 m s−1 in the low plains.249

Lefèvre (2022) used a turbulent-resolving model to quantify the turbulent activ-250

ity at the surface of Venus. At noon, the height of the PBL varies from 1.5 km in the251

plains to 7 km in the high terrains by the equator. This difference is due to the impact252

of the anabatic winds. This difference in PBL height at noon, results in a difference in253

turbulent horizontal winds amplitude, reaching 2 m s−1 for the high terrain compared254

to between 1 and 1.5 m s−1 in the plains. At night, when the impact of the slope winds255

is weaker, the height of the PBL is almost the same around 500 m, resulting in horizon-256

tal winds amplitude below 0.5 m s−1. Placing a seismometer in the low plain, and record-257

ing signals by night, seems to be the optimal plan to limit the noise of the atmosphere.258

Lorenz (2012) roughly quantified the wind noise at the surface of Venus. With an259

atmospheric density of 65 kg/m3, a wind speed of 0.25 m s−1 is comparable in terms of260

dynamic pressure to wind speeds of 20 m s−1 on Mars, which were regularly observed261

during the daytime by InSight (Banfield et al., 2020) The corresponding seismic ampli-262

tude is 120.0 nm. Atmospheric noise could therefore limit seismic detection, and shield-263

ing the instrument might be necessary.264

Venera-14 reportedly detected Venusian microseisms with a geophone in only an265

hour of operation (Ksanfomaliti et al., 1982). The amplitude of the signals are consis-266

tent with ‘noisy’ environments on Earth (Lorenz & Panning, 2018), i.e. from ∼10−8 to267

10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz which roughly spans the space between the low and high noise mod-268

els for Earth (Peterson, 1993). Therefore, surface-wind noise on Venus must be properly269

quantified. In addition, it is important to note that for high-quality seismic measurements,270

the wind speed and pressure should be monitored continuously.271

The Brownian noise of a Short Period (SP) sensor comparable to the InSight sen-272

sor (Lognonné et al., 2019) in a vacuum is modeled to have an acceleration noise den-273

sity of
√

kBTα
m where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperate, α the damp-274

ing constant, and m the proof mass (Mimoun et al., 2017). For a standard SP, the proof275

mass is 0.8 g. Recalculating from Mimoun et al. (2017) with T = 740 K, gives a noise276

of 4.37·10−10 m/s2/
√

Hz. If not in a vacuum, the suspension noise also includes a vis-277

cous damping term which could contribute. At 740 K, this additional term reaches 3.3·278

10−9 m/s2/
√

Hz, giving a total suspension noise of 3.77 · 10−9 m/s2/
√

Hz, lower than279

the atmospheric noise. Other sensor noise sources should also be considered and prop-280

erly calculated for the Venusian environment, such as digitizer/acquisition noise, ther-281
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Figure 2. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude

required on the surface of Venus to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a seis-

mometer observation duration of 1 day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8

(plain line) and 10−7 (dashed line), 10−6 (dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period.

mal noise, noise from wind on the sensor, and atmospheric noise/noise of the lander it-282

self.283

With an SNRmin set to 3 and a period Ts of 20 s, ∆m(MS) can be estimated for284

a given magnitude from Equations 1 and 5 as:285

log10 (∆m(MS)) =
Ms − 3.3 − log10

(
SNRminNrms

Ts

)
1.66

. (6)

Following Equations 2 and 3, the minimum number of events for each magnitude286

on the surface of Venus to result in at least one detection during the mission lifetime is287

shown in Figure 2. For the lowest noise level estimated to be 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz, global288

detection is possible for surface wave magnitudes above Ms = 4.3. For a higher noise289

level, this limit increases to Ms = 5.3 for 10−7m/s2/
√

Hz and to Ms = 6.3 for 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz.290

Under our idealized conditions, events above this threshold need to occur just once dur-291

ing the mission to be detectable, which creates the lower limit of 365 events per year in292

fig. 2.293

2.4.2 Quake detection with DAS on the surface294

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) is an emerging technology in the field of Earth295

geophysics, and has been applied in increasingly remote and harsh locations on Earth,296
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such as glaciers (Walter et al., 2020; Hudson et al., 2021), volcanoes (Klaasen et al., 2021;297

Jousset et al., 2022; Klaasen et al., 2023) and submarine environments (Cheng et al., 2021;298

Lior et al., 2021). It employs a fiber-optic cable that is interrogated with laser pulses,299

resulting in seismic deformation measurements at a high spatial and temporal resolu-300

tion along the cable. We refer the reader to Zhan (2020), and Lindsey and Martin (2021)301

for more in-depth descriptions of DAS and its applications on Earth. We optimistically302

propose to extend the use of DAS beyond Earth, and to visualize the hypothetical de-303

tection capabilities of DAS on Venus.304

We follow the procedures as outlined in Section 2.3 to obtain the detection capa-305

bilities for DAS on Venus, as shown in Figure 3. We estimate the minimum number of306

required events per year based on parameters and assumptions similar to the ones used307

for the landed seismometer in Section 2.4.1. On top of the noise estimates of 10−8, 10−7
308

and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz, we also use the noise-floor in strain as reported by the iDAS Ca-309

rina from Silixa, as an example of the self-noise of an interrogator currently on the mar-310

ket. The noise estimates in m/s2/
√

Hz are transformed from ground acceleration to strain311

using the plane-wave assumption (Daley et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Näsholm et al.,312

2022), assuming an apparent velocity of seismic surface waves of 2250 m/s, which cor-313

responds to an approximate Rayleigh wave velocity in mid-oceanic ridge basaltic mate-314

rial at 20 second period (as suggested for Venus; Surkov et al., 1984) with a Poisson ra-315

tio of 0.25:316

ϵ = aTS/VR, (7)

where ϵ is the strain, a is the acceleration in m/s2 which is linked to a given quake mag-317

nitude by Equation 1, TS is the period of the wave in s, and VR is the Rayleigh wave ve-318

locity in m/s. The entire calculation is then based on the values in strain; the native unit319

of a DAS interrogator.320

While the calculation based on different noise estimates paints an optimistic pic-321

ture, we emphasize that a DAS deployment on Venus is at the moment not feasible due322

to several obstacles, such as (i) the current instrumental capacities, (ii) deployment op-323

tions, (iii) cable coupling conditions, and (iv) unknown cable locations. The instruments324

currently on the market are not able to operate under the pressure and temperature at325

the surface of Venus. However, some experiments have demonstrated the ability of spe-326

cialized gold-coated optical fibers to survive and function with low attenuation at tem-327

peratures up to 773 K for up to 900 hours (Jacobsen et al., 2018), with optical fiber man-328

ufacturers also quoting operating temperatures up to 973 K (e.g. (Heracle, 2023)). The329

development of high-temperature and corrosion-resistant fibers is an area of active re-330

search, for example within the oil and gas industry (Reinsch & Henninges, 2010; Stolov331

& OFS, 2019)). Alternative fiber optic sensing systems are also already in development332

for structural health monitoring on future spacecraft (Chan et al., 2015; Parker et al.,333

2024).334

Assuming the further development of DAS instruments and their ability to oper-335

ate on Venus, we are limited by the deployment of the cable. If the cable is released dur-336

ing the landing, we are unable to control the exact layout and coupling conditions of the337

cable, which will likely decrease the data quality and the consequent conclusions that338

can be drawn from the data. If the cable is not buried and protected, other noise sources339

are likely to overpower any seismic signals - a phenomenon observed on Earth with at-340

mospheric noise, in submarine environments with strong currents (Lior et al., 2021), or341

on Mars with the atmospheric wind and pressure noise (Mimoun et al., 2017). Addition-342

ally, DAS yields single-component data, therefore a cable layout with varying angles and343

directions is necessary to capture the complete wavefield and locate events. However, this344

also requires exact geographical knowledge of the cable layout, which may be difficult345
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Figure 3. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a DAS observation duration of 1

day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8 (plain line) and 10−7 (dashed line), 10−6

(dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period. An estimate assuming that the noise floor is controlled

by a typical self noise of a DAS interrogator (iDAS Carina of Silixa company) is provided as

dotted-dashed lines.

to obtain on Venus due to the lack of a GPS network and difficulty capturing georefer-346

enced images of the cable.347

Hence, in order to facilitate a DAS experiment on Venus, research primarily needs348

to focus on instrumental development and the feasibility of experimental deployment.349

The instrument needs to be able to operate its laser and conduct preliminary data anal-350

ysis before sending the data back to orbit to avoid, in order to avoid a bottle neck caused351

by the large amounts of data produced by DAS experiments. Additionally, the cable needs352

to be deployed in such a fashion to guarantee atmospheric protection and good coupling353

with the ground, and would ideally have a well-known, and non-linear layout.354

2.4.3 Quake detection with ground rotation sensors355

The sensing of the ground rotations induced by seismic waves is an emerging field.356

The ground rotations allow for inferring the gradients of the seismic wavefield. These357

measurements allow seismologists to distinguish between various seismic waves (Sollberger358

et al., 2023), to correct for tilt effects on seismometers (Bernauer, Wassermann, & Igel,359

2020) and to infer anisotropy parameters (Noe et al., 2022). There are also many other360

applications for inverse problems and seismic source determination (Schmelzbach et al.,361

2018). This domain is currently limited by the self-noise level of the instruments (Bernauer362
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et al., 2021) and planetary applications are promising but mainly limited by the avail-363

able instrumentation (Bernauer, Garcia, et al., 2020).364

The currently available instruments are measuring the ground rotation speed in rad/s365

(ω) along three perpendicular axis. With the same assumption as those used in the pre-366

vious section to estimate the ground strain, this parameter can be linked to the ground367

acceleration by the following equation368

ω = aTS/(2πλ), (8)

where ω is the ground rotation in rad/s, a the acceleration in m/s2, TS the period of the369

surface wave in s, and λ the wavelength in meters which is computed assuming a sur-370

face wave velocity of 2250 m/s.371

We follow the procedures as outlined in Section 2.3 to obtain the detection capa-372

bilities for ground rotation sensors on Venus as shown in Figure 4. We estimate the min-373

imum number of required events per year based on parameters and assumptions simi-374

lar to the ones used for the landed seismometer in Section 2.4.1. On top of the noise es-375

timates of 10−8, 10−7 and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz, we also use the noise-floor in rad/s as re-376

ported for the BlueSeis3A sensor from the iXblue company (20 nrad/s/
√

Hz), as an ex-377

ample of the self-noise of a rotation sensor on the market.378

As observed in Figure 4, the event detection is limited by the self-noise of current379

ground rotation instruments (Bernauer, Garcia, et al., 2020). As a consequence, even if380

the ground rotation measurements present less deployment constraints than the DAS sys-381

tems, the interest of such measurements is limited to large-amplitude signals, and thus382

to large-amplitude quakes close to the instrument.383

2.4.4 Quake detection by pressure sensors onboard balloons384

Stratospheric balloon flights on Earth present noise levels around 0.05 Pa/
√

Hz at385

20 s period and 0.01 Pa/
√

Hz at 10 s period (Garcia et al., 2022). The amplitude of pres-386

sure perturbations generated by a vertical displacement Ad (in µm) at period TS can be387

computed using the following formula, assuming that the acoustic wave attenuation is388

negligible (Garcia et al., 2005):389

DP = ρ(zb)c(zb)

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zb)c(zb)

(
10−62πAd

TS

)
(9)

in which ρ(z) and c(z) are the density and the sound speed at altitude z in the atmo-390

sphere respectively. The product of the first two terms is the impedance conversion from391

particle velocity to pressure at balloon altitude (zb = 60 km). The third term is the392

amplification factor for particle velocity from the ground to the balloon altitude. The393

last term is the ground velocity of seismic waves in m/s at TS period.394

Using Equations 2, 3, 6, 5, 4 and 9 one can obtain the minimum number of events395

per year required to measure at least 1 event of a given magnitude during the observa-396

tion duration. The results are presented in Figure 5. This suggests a minimum amount397

of events MS = 6 between 20 and 100 is required to detect at least one quake. Note398

that at large magnitudes, the minimum number of events is limited to 4 per year, be-399

cause the mission duration is 1/4 of a year.400

2.4.5 Quake detection by Airglow measurements onboard orbiters401

Various studies pointed to the sensitivity of Venus’ airglow emissions to pressure,402

temperature and density variations induced by acoustic waves (Garcia et al., 2009; Steven-403

son et al., 2015; López-Valverde et al., 2011). These studies mainly target two infrared404
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Figure 4. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a ground rotation observation

duration of 1 day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8 (plain line) and 10−7

(dashed line), 10−6 (dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period. An estimate assuming that the

noise floor is controlled by a typical self noise of a ground rotation instrument (BlueSeis-3A of

iXblue company) is provided as dotted-dashed lines.
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Figure 5. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a balloon mission duration of 3

months. Results are provided at two different periods: 20 s (dashed line) and 10 s (plain line)

because the noise level of pressure measurements varies significantly with frequency (from 0.05 to

0.01 Pa/
√
Hz going from 20 s to 10 s period).
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airglows: nighttime airglow at 1.27 µm and day time Non-Local Thermodynamical Equi-405

librium emissions around 4.3 µm (in fact two emission peaks at 4.28 µm and 4.32 µm).406

These studies paved the way to a dedicated mission concept studied at JPL/NASA (Sutin407

et al., 2018). We will use this mission design, called VAMOS, in order to infer the de-408

tection capabilities of airglow measurements in terms of the minimum number of events409

per year required to detect at least one quake with this detection method. The concept410

is targeting a continuous monitoring of the planet disk with a high sampling rate (> 1411

sample per second) camera orbiting on a circular equatorial orbit at a radius of 45,000412

km with a period of approximately 29.2 hours.413

As the measurement concept is different from a single point measurement by landed414

seismometers or balloons, Equation 2 must be revised. First, because the airglow emis-415

sions are localized only on a specific part of the planet, we must define this area as the416

Observation Area (OA) for a given airglow. For 1.27 µm emission, this observation area417

is centered on the equatorial point at 1:00 AM local time and covers an angular radius418

of about 60◦ around that point, because it is in this region that we expect the largest419

background emissions (Gérard et al., 2008). For simplicity, we assume that the center420

point of this area is located at midnight local time. For 4.3 µm emission, the observa-421

tion area is centered on the equatorial point at 12:00 local time (midday) and covers an422

angular radius of about 70◦ around that point. These emissions are proportional to so-423

lar illumination, but polar regions and regions close to the terminator are conservatively424

excluded because background emissions are low, and because more variability is expected425

from gravity wave activity (Seiff & Kirk, 1991; Garcia et al., 2009; Gérard et al., 2014).426

Then, another difference compared to single point measurements is that the ob-427

servation area is not always visible in the camera images. To illustrate this, we use the428

equatorial circular orbit of VAMOS to simplify the computations, although it still pro-429

vides similar visibility statistics to other orbits at different ellipticity and inclination when430

ensuring that the full disk is visible on more than 80% of the orbit period. In the full-431

disk images of the planet, we conservatively consider that only points having an angu-432

lar distance smaller than 70◦ for the center of the image (located at the equator) can be433

used for observation because points close to the limb will have too much image distor-434

tion. As a consequence, for a given local time position (ϕ in longitude degrees) of the435

center of the image (at the equator) relative to the center position of the visibility area436

(ϕ0) the visible observation area (V OA) will be defined by the intersection of two spher-437

ical caps (or solid angles) of size 60◦ (or 70◦) for the observation area and size 70◦ for438

the imaging capability. Due to the rotation of the spacecraft around the planet, the size439

of the visible observation area will vary as a function of the parameter ϕ.440

The function V OA(∆ϕ), with ∆ϕ = ϕ−ϕ0 is symmetric around zero. When this441

area is zero (i.e., the observation area is not visible from the spacecraft) the correspond-442

ing time period must be subtracted from the mission duration to define the observation443

duration (Tm of Equation 2). When this area is non-zero, all the points in the area have444

the capability of detecting seismic waves. Consequently, the surface Sm(MS) of Equa-445

tion 2 is much larger than for a single-point observation because it includes the whole446

visible observation area V OA(∆ϕ), and extends it in both latitude and longitude direc-447

tions by ∆m(MS) degrees. When the surface of the visible observation area is non-zero,448

the surface of the detection area is computed by the joint area of two spherical caps for449

each surface wave magnitude (MS) and each longitude separation (∆ϕ) between the two450

spherical caps (i.e., the visibility area and the image usable area). The average area over451

all possible ∆ϕ values is then scaled to 4π as in Equation 2. The observation duration452

is reduced by the amount of time during which the visible observation area is zero.453

Once these geometrical considerations have been taken into account, we still have454

to compute the maximum distance at which a quake can be observed by a point in the455

observation area ∆m(MS).456
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For the 1.27 µm nighttime emissions, we need to convert the vertical particle ve-457

locity in the acoustic wave into airglow emission and compare to the instrument noise.458

The vertical particle velocity at the altitude of the maximum emission rate of the 1.27 µm459

airglow (zIR1 = 100 km) is provided by:460

Av(zIR1) =

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zIR1)c(zIR1)

(
10−6Ad(0)

2πTS

)
(10)

where Ad(0) as function of surface wave magnitude is provided by inverting Equation 1.461

The sensitivity of 1.27 µm emissions is driven by the transport of the emitting molecules462

under the vertical velocity Av(zIR1) (Lognonné et al., 2016). The order of magnitude463

of this sensitivity is about 3.0%/(m/s) at 20 s period and 6%/(m/s) at 50 s period at464

100 km altitude (Sutin et al., 2018) In addition, the estimated noise level of an imag-465

ing InfraRed (IR) camera targeting these emissions is about 0.5% of background emis-466

sion level (Sutin et al., 2018).467

For the 4.3 µm daytime emission, we focus on the 4.28 µm emission peak and as-468

sume that the emission altitude is approximately 135 km and that these emissions present469

a sensitivity of 1% per Kelvin variation of atmospheric temperature (López-Valverde et470

al., 2011). In order to convert the vertical particle velocity Av(zIR2) into temperature471

perturbation (in Kelvin), we use the impedance at zIR2 = 135 km altitude:472

DP (zIR2) = ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)Av(zIR2) (11)

= ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)

(
10−62πAd(0)

TS

)
(12)

which is similar to Equation 9 but at the altitude of the 4.28 µm emission peak. Then,473

we assume both the perfect gas law and the adiabatic nature of the acoustic wave per-474

turbations in order to quantify the corresponding temperature changes through the fol-475

lowing equation:476

DT (zIR2) =
γ − 1

γ

T (zIR2)

P (zIR2)
DP (zIR2), (13)

where γ is the heat capacity ratio at altitude zIR2 = 135 km, and T (zIR2) and P (zIR2)477

are the background temperature and pressure at this altitude, respectively. Finally, us-478

ing the sensitivity of 1% per Kelvin of the 4.28 µm emission, we obtain the expected sig-479

nal in percentage of background emission (López-Valverde et al., 2011). Concerning the480

instrument noise, we assume that the root-mean-square noise of the detector is about481

0.125% of background emission (Sutin et al., 2018).482

Gathering all these equations, we obtain the minimum number of events per year483

for a mission duration of 2 years, and for the two infrared emissions. This result is shown484

in Figure 6. The minimum surface magnitude that can be detected through these air-485

glow emissions is between 4.5 and 5. However, we have a low variability of the minimum486

number of events per year because of the large extent of the observation area.487

2.4.6 Comparing the different seismic wave measurements concepts488

Figure 7 assembles the detection capabilities of all the different seismic wave mea-489

surement concepts in the same figure, although the ground sensors in this figure are lim-490

ited to seismometers, as the other ground measurement concepts are not yet technolog-491

ically feasible. From this figure, it is clear that the airglow emissions are best designed492

to detect quakes of surface wave magnitude larger than 5. In addition, the capability of493
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Figure 6. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during an airglow orbiter mission duration

of 2 years. Results are provided for the two airglow emissions respectively at 1.27 µm (dashed

line at 20 s period, dotted line at 50 s period) and at 4.28 µm (solid line).
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Figure 7. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude for all the detection methods. Balloon

estimates in blue, landed seismometers in brown, and airglow emissions in black.

such observations to track surface wave propagation on the images is opening more op-494

portunities to image lateral variations in the crust and the lithosphere. However, due to495

low-pass effects, induced by the vertical extent of airglow emission peaks and by the re-496

sponse of airglow emissions to acoustic forcing, these observations are probably limited497

to periods larger than 10 s (Lognonné et al., 2016; Sutin et al., 2018).498

The balloon observations have a detection limit around 4.0–4.5 units of surface wave499

magnitude and can detect all quakes with surface wave magnitude larger than 7. In ad-500

dition, they can detect higher frequency signals, with a usable bandwidth mainly for pe-501

riods between 0.5 s and 20 s. However, this observation mean suffers for its single point502

measurement and from the short mission duration, estimated here to be 3 months.503

Finally, for short duration deployment of a landed seismometer, the estimates present504

a large variability due to the large uncertainties on the final noise level of such an instru-505

ment. Assuming a noise level between 10−7 and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz at 20 s period, such506

an instrument can detect all quakes of surface wave magnitude larger than 5 to 6. In ad-507

dition, for small quakes close to the sensor, the bandwidth of such an instrument would508

easily cover the 0.05–20 Hz. However, such a concept is strongly limited by the short ob-509

servation duration, assumed here to be 1 day, such that it would allow us to investigate510

only seismic events that are occurring more than 400 times per Earth year.511
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3 Comparing of detection capabilities with current seismicity estimates512

Our estimates of detection capabilities are shown in figure 7 as a function of sur-513

face wave magnitude MS which was defined following the IASPEI standard and corre-514

sponds to the definition of MS 20 by (Bormann et al., 2013). However, seismicity esti-515

mates are usually provided as a function of seismic moment magnitude MW which is a516

better representation of the quake physics. In order to convert from MS to MW, we use517

the following relation defined by Bormann et al. (2013) for quake moment magnitudes518

smaller than 6.8 that are of our main interest:519

MW = 0.667 MS + 2.18 (14)

The error bar in this conversion is on the order of 0.3 magnitude unit, but even such large520

errors could in fact be smaller than the error we may have due to the unknown inter-521

nal structure of Venus. Eventually, the moment magnitude is converted to the seismic522

moment M0 (in Nm) by the standard conversion formula MW = 2
3 (log10(M0) − 9.1).523

Once MS has been converted into MW or M0, we can directly compare our detec-524

tion limits of at least one quake with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 3 over the mis-525

sion duration with the Venus seismicity estimates by (Van Zelst et al., 2024). This com-526

parison is presented in Figure 8.527

The detection limits presented here should be taken with caution for two main rea-528

sons. First, the limitations presented in the next section induce an error bar on the or-529

der of one order of magnitude on these estimates. Secondly, we investigated mainly seis-530

mic signals around the 20 s period whereas the expected bandwidths of the different meth-531

ods are different with an upper bound frequency of 10 Hz for ground sensors to 0.1 Hz532

for airglow observations.533

Despite these limitations, a few interesting observations can be made in Figure 8.534

The ground-based sensors can be considered adequate for seismic wave detection if their535

noise level at 20 s period is below 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz and if they are deployed in an active536

seismic area that would allow us to detect quakes of magnitudes smaller than 4.0. The537

pressure sensors on balloon platforms allow for probing quake magnitudes in the 5.0 to538

7.0 moment magnitude range and mainly for seismic signal frequencies in the 0.05 to 1 Hz539

range. Lastly, the airglow measurements have the lowest detection limits due to the low540

noise level and the long duration of the observations. In addition, the output movie of541

wave propagation would allow for determining the source location and investigating vari-542

ations in seismic surface speeds over the planet that could be related to lateral hetero-543

geneities in the shallow seismic wave structure of the crust. However, this measurement544

concept is limited to seismic moment magnitudes larger than 5.5 and to wave periods545

larger than 5 s.546

4 Limitations547

Our analysis operated under certain assumptions that leave room for future im-548

provements and exploration.549

First, the spatial dependence of seismicity estimates is not taken into account in550

our estimates of quake detectability, despite the likelihood that certain areas on Venus551

exhibit higher seismic activity compared to others. Even if this issue is not so critical552

for airglow measurements that will cover a large part of the planet surface, it is obvious553

that ground sensor deployments should target the most active regions in order to im-554

prove their detection capabilities. The balloon missions are also expected to cover more555

equatorial regions than polar regions due to deployment and mission duration constraints.556
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Figure 8. Minimum number of events per year as a function of seismic moment (in N·m)

on the bottom and moment magnitude on top required to measure at least one event of this

magnitude for all the detection methods (lines) compared to end-member Venus seismicity es-

timates (shaded areas) by Van Zelst et al. (2024): an inactive Venus (blue), lower bound active

Venus (red) and upper bound active Venus (magenta). Balloon estimates are in dark blue, landed

seismometers in brown, and airglow emissions in black.
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A second important limitation is the uncertainty on the noise levels of each mea-557

surement concept. Even though we consider reasonable assumptions on these numbers558

and provided estimates for different noise levels, detailed noise models of these measure-559

ment concepts are required to fully validate our analysis. Mimoun et al. (2017) provides560

an example of a detailed noise model for a seismometer instrument. An inherent diffi-561

culty to the noise model exercise is that the mission parameters (lander size, instrument562

performance parameters, etc.) must be known in order for the analysis to be valid.563

Lastly, the method used to relate ground movements to quake magnitude and the564

frequencies considered here (periods between 10 and 50 seconds) are mainly relevant for565

quake moment magnitudes between 4.0 and 6.8 (Bormann et al., 2013). For quake mo-566

ment magnitudes smaller than 4.0, other methods and frequency ranges should be con-567

sidered.568

5 Conclusion569

Our study provides a first estimate of the detection capabilities of long period seis-570

mic surface waves on Venus by various measurement concepts: ground sensors includ-571

ing seismometers, DAS, and rotation sensors; infrasound sensors on balloons; and air-572

glow imagers onboard orbiters. We also compare these estimates with recent predictions573

of Venus seismicity. The airglow measurement concept appears to be most relevant in574

light of the current estimates of seismicity, but it is limited to moment magnitudes larger575

than 5.5 and wave periods larger than 5 s. We find that a minimum measurement du-576

ration of two years ensures a good probability to detect large magnitude quakes. Infra-577

sound sensors onboard balloons must ensure an overall noise level below 10−2 Pa/
√

Hz578

at 10 s period and a measurement duration in the order of a month to obtain a good prob-579

ability of quake detection. The ground sensors are strongly limited by their measurement580

duration but also by their noise, mainly due to instrument self-noise for potential ground581

rotation sensors, and noise induced by the installation or environment for seismometers582

and potential DAS fiber measurements that would be effective only with an overall ac-583

celeration noise level at 20 s period below 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz. Uncertainties ranging up to584

one order of magnitude impact these detection limit estimates due to limitations that585

could be improved in various directions by future studies. Potential directions of improve-586

ments would be to take into account the geographical distribution of quakes, a full mod-587

eling of the amplitude of seismic and infrasound waves, detailed noise models of the mea-588

surement concepts... Rather than definitively concluding on one measurement concept,589

our study allows us to enhance the advantages and limitations of each measurement con-590

cept and can drive requirements on future mission concepts that would deploy such mea-591

surement tools.592

Despite the recent selection of various space missions to Venus, none of these will593

target the detection and characterization of seismic waves to investigate Venus’ inter-594

nal structure in better detail. The most realistic programmatic scenario for the imple-595

mentation of any of the measurement concepts described in this study in the next decade596

is therefore the deployment of such concepts by a small satellite as a piggyback payload597

on one of these missions.598
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Key Points:23

• The capabilities of various measurement concepts to detect quakes on Venus are24

estimated and compared to recent Venus seismicity estimates25
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Abstract30

The relatively unconstrained internal structure of Venus is a missing piece in our31

understanding of the Solar System formation and evolution. To determine the seismic32

structure of Venus’ interior, the detection of seismic waves generated by venusquakes is33

crucial, as recently shown by the new seismic and geodetic constraints on Mars’ interior34

obtained by the InSight mission. In the next decades multiple missions will fly to Venus35

to explore its tectonic and volcanic activity, but they will not be able to conclusively re-36

port on seismicity or detect actual seismic waves. Looking towards the next fleet of Venus37

missions in the future, various concepts to measure seismic waves have already been ex-38

plored in the past decades. These detection methods include typical geophysical ground39

sensors already deployed on Earth, the Moon, and Mars; pressure sensors on balloons;40

and airglow imagers on orbiters to detect ground motion, the infrasound signals gener-41

ated by seismic waves, and the corresponding airglow variations in the upper atmosphere.42

Here, we provide a first comparison between the detection capabilities of these different43

measurement techniques and recent estimates of Venus’ seismic activity. In addition, we44

discuss the performance requirements and measurement durations required to detect seis-45

mic waves with the various detection methods. As such, our study clearly presents the46

advantages and limitations of the different seismic wave detection techniques and can47

be used to drive the design of future mission concepts aiming to study the seismicity of48

Venus.49

Plain Language Summary50

We do not really know what the interior of Venus looks like. Even the first-order51

structure of the size of Venus’ core is plagued with large uncertainties. For other plan-52

ets, such as the Earth and Mars, the interior structure is much better constrained. This53

is largely thanks to the seismological investigations performed on these planets that re-54

vealed their interior structure by studying the seismic waves caused by quakes. In the55

next decades, new missions will fly to Venus to explore its tectonic and volcanic activ-56

ity, but they will not be able to detect any seismic waves. In order to help design future57

mission concepts, we discuss instruments that could record seismic waves, as already used58

on the Earth, the Moon, and Mars; instruments on balloons that could float in the Venu-59

sian atmosphere; and instruments on spacecrafts that monitor the variations of atmo-60

spheric emissions caused by seismic waves originating at the surface. We compare all these61

different techniques with each other and with recent estimates of Venus’ seismic activ-62

ity to see which of them works best in different scenarios.63

1 Introduction64

The internal structures of the planets are key information to better understand the65

formation and the evolution of our Solar System. Although Venus is similar to Earth in66

terms of size and mass, our knowledge of its internal structure is limited due to its slow67

rotation, which hinders the determination of its moment of inertia (Margot et al., 2021)68

and creates large error bars on Love number estimates (Dumoulin et al., 2017). The de-69

tection and characterization of seismic waves is the best tool to infer the internal struc-70

ture of planets (Lognonné et al., 2023). However, the deployment of long-duration geo-71

physical instrumentation, which demonstrated its capabilities during the InSight mis-72

sion on Mars (Stähler et al., 2021; Durán, Khan, Ceylan, Zenhäusern, et al., 2022; Durán,73

Khan, Ceylan, Charalambous, et al., 2022; Drilleau et al., 2022; Samuel et al., 2023; Lognonné74

et al., 2023) is not possible on Venus due to its harsh surface conditions. At the same75

time, there is a growing number of studies that have presented evidence that Venus is76

volcanically and tectonically active at present (Smrekar et al., 2010; Gülcher et al., 2020;77

Byrne et al., 2021; Van Zelst, 2022; Smrekar et al., 2023; Herrick & Hensley, 2023) in-78

dicating that the planet is probably also seismically active. Indeed, recent estimates of79
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Venus’ seismicity indicate that Venus could host hundreds of quakes per year with Mw ≥80

5 when Venus is assumed to be moderately active and potentially be as seismically ac-81

tive as the Earth in its most extreme end-member scenario (Van Zelst et al., 2024).82

Despite the compelling arguments in favor of monitoring seismic wave propagation83

in Venus, none of the three missions scheduled by ESA and NASA to visit Venus in the84

next decade (i.e., the EnVision (Widemann et al., 2022), VERITAS (Smrekar et al., 2022),85

and DAVINCI+ (Garvin et al., 2022) missions) are targeting the detection of seismic waves.86

This is primarily due to the challenges associated with conducting such measurements87

for Venus. Over the past decade, various measurement concepts have been explored, falling88

into three main categories: (i) ground deformation instruments deployed on the planet’s89

surface, (ii) infrasound sensors mounted on balloon platforms, and (iii) airglow imagers90

on board orbiters (Stevenson et al., 2015). The concepts for ground surface deployment91

of seismic sensors are limited by the high atmospheric surface temperature (≈740 K) in92

the absence of high temperature electronics. This limits the measurement duration to93

a total amount of approximately one day (Kremic et al., 2020). Seismic infrasound de-94

tection methods concern themselves with the low attenuation of upward-propagating in-95

frasound waves created by seismic waves below 1 Hz (Garcia et al., 2005). These infra-96

sounds conserve the dispersion features of seismic surface waves during their upward prop-97

agation (Lognonné et al., 2016). These two properties allow us to assume that the in-98

frasound created by seismic surface waves retains all the properties of seismic surface waves99

that are necessary to determine the seismic velocity profile in the first hundreds of kilo-100

meters depth of the planet, as it was done by InSight on Mars (Kim et al., 2022; Car-101

rasco et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). Two different concepts based on the detection of seis-102

mic infrasound have been investigated thoroughly in the past decade. First, pressure sen-103

sors on board of balloon platforms have been studied (Stevenson et al., 2015; Krishnamoor-104

thy & Bowman, 2023). Their capabilities to detect and characterise seismic waves have105

been demonstrated theoretically and have even been observed on Earth recently for the106

first time (Brissaud et al., 2021; Garcia et al., 2022). Secondly, airglow emission varia-107

tions induced by seismically generated tsunami waves have been observed on Earth (Makela108

et al., 2011; Occhipinti et al., 2011) and the sensitivity of airglow emissions to gravity109

waves has been observed in Venus atmosphere (Garcia et al., 2009). Indeed, mission con-110

cepts targeted to the observation of seismically-induced variations of 1.27 µm nightglow111

and 4.3 µm dayglow in Venus’ atmosphere have been developed (Stevenson et al., 2015;112

Sutin et al., 2018).113

The purpose of this study is to perform a first comparison between the capabili-114

ties of all these diverse measurement techniques and the most recent estimates of Venus115

seismicity. For each observation technique, we also discuss the minimum performance116

and measurement duration. We focus on globally observable seismic waves for events of117

moment magnitude larger than 3 (MW > 3).118

2 Estimating seismic wave detection capabilities of different observa-119

tion concepts120

2.1 Seismic signal estimates121

In the absence of internal structure models of Venus that are directly constrained122

by data, the currently-used internal structure models of Venus are constrained by plan-123

etary formation and geodynamic models, solar abundance estimates, and physical assump-124

tions, and rely on the adaptation of Earth models to Venus conditions (Zharkov, 1983;125

Gudkova & Zharkov, 2020). As a consequence, these models present a large uncertainty126

in terms of both seismic velocities and seismic attenuation parameters. This is why we127

choose to base our estimates of seismic wave amplitudes and frequency content on Earth’s128

scaling relations, rather than performing complex computations in highly uncertain mod-129

els of the Venusian interior. Because seismic surface waves show the highest amplitude130
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for shallow quakes on Earth, we will assume that these waves are also dominating the131

seismic signal on Venus in the quake magnitude range considered in this study, i.e., mo-132

ment magnitudes larger than 3.0. In addition, since the dispersion of seismic surface waves133

is strongly dependent on the seismic structure of the crust and the top of the mantle,134

the observation of these waves is critical to constrain the structure of the first hundreds135

of kilometers of Venus’ interior. The definition of surface-wave magnitude, MS, shows136

a direct link with the amplitude of the seismic surface Rayleigh waves around the 20 s137

period:138

MS = log10

(
Ad

TS

)
+ 1.66 log10(∆) + 3.3, (1)

where MS is the surface wave magnitude, Ad the vertical ground displacement in µm,139

TS is the period considered for measuring Ad, and ∆ is the epicentral distance of the quake140

in degrees (Bormann & Dewey, 2012). We will use this relation to determine the am-141

plitude of the surface Rayleigh waves as a function of distance for a given surface wave142

magnitude.143

2.2 Atmosphere effects and parameters144

The detectability of infrasound by balloon platforms and airglow imagers is sen-145

sitive to the amplitude of the source and atmospheric path effects (Garcia et al., 2005).146

In particular, attenuation processes on Venus can strongly dampen and disperse the in-147

frasound energy. To assess the impact of attenuation on acoustic waves, we determine148

the energy loss vs. altitude for a vertically propagating planar wave. In the frequency149

range of interest (0.01–1 Hz), the attenuation of infrasound in the Venusian atmosphere150

is dominated by CO2 relaxation effects (Bass & Chambers, 2001; Petculescu, 2016), al-151

though some contributions are also expected from sulfuric acid (H2SO4) droplet-related152

processes, primarily in the cloudy 45 to 70 km altitude regime (Trahan & Petculescu,153

2020).154

We compute atmospheric parameters using the Venus Climate Database (VCD)155

(Gilli et al., 2017, 2021; Martinez et al., 2023) to estimate the attenuation due to CO2156

relaxation, αCO2(z). We extract a single vertical profile of specific heats, and sound speed157

is extracted at the equator at midday local time. From this VCD profile, we then use158

the approach described in Garcia et al. (2017) to extract the CO2 relaxation frequency159

and relaxation strength, as well as the sound speed as a function of altitude. In low-attenuation160

scenarios, it is appropriate to sum the attenuation contributions from CO2 and H2SO4161

(Nachman et al., 1990), to obtain the total attenuation αtot(z) = αCO2(z)+αH2SO4(z).162

In Figure 1, we use these estimates to explore the amplitude loss using a plane-wave as-163

sumption, focusing on acoustic waves at periods from 1 to 50 s from the ground up to164

140 km altitude. A significant increase in attenuation occurs in the cloud layers, where165

strong diffusion-mediated phase changes occur due to sulfuric acid droplets (Petculescu,166

2016). Yet, our estimates suggest that attenuation has an insignificant impact on acous-167

tic waves of periods larger than 1 second up to the bottom of the airglow layer IR1. At168

the altitude of airglow layer IR2, longer-period waves of interest for airglow (10 s to 50 s169

period) are not damped much. However, at this altitude, a significant energy loss of ∼50%170

is predicted, which dramatically reduces the likelihood of detection for 1 s period waves.171

Note that this analysis assumes linear acoustics and takes neither nonlinear propagation172

nor wave-breaking effects into account.173

2.3 Estimating the minimum number of events per magnitude per year174

In this section, we provide detection thresholds that can be directly compared to175

seismicity estimates (Van Zelst et al., 2024). To do so, we estimate the requirements to176

detect at least one event larger than a given magnitude during the full mission duration.177
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Figure 1. (a) plane-wave infrasound attenuation (α in dB/km) based on a Venus Climate

Database (VCD) atmospheric profile, including both the αH2SO4 and the αCO2 contributions, and

the sulfuric acid cloud contributions given in Trahan and Petculescu (2020). We consider wave

periods from 1 to 50 s. (b) The total loss (in dB) due to the attenuation in (a), integrated from

the ground up to the given altitude. The two vertical dashed lines indicate accumulated ampli-

tude losses of 1% and 50%.

Assuming the seismic events to be Poisson distributed and setting our desired probabil-178

ity of detection at 63% yields the following relation for a signal-to-noise ratio threshold179

of one:180

Nmin
m (MS) =

1

Tm

SP

Sm(MS)
, (2)

where Tm is time in Earth years, SP is the surface area of Venus, and *m signifies method181

m: s for seismometer, r for ground rotation sensor, d for ground Distributed Acoustic182

Sensing (DAS), b for pressure sensors on board balloons and a for airglow imagers. Us-183

ing this relation, the surface area Sm(MS) over which a quake of a given surface-wave184

magnitude MS can be detected by a given method is investigated in the following sec-185

tions.186

This relation is only valid statistically with a 63% confidence interval if we assume187

that the seismic events have a Poisson distribution. Moreover, it is assumed that the seis-188

mic event probability is homogeneous over the Venus surface, which is unrealistic, but189

a starting point at a time when no actual mission concept is evaluated. Our estimates190

thus provide a lower bound of the detection limits of each measurement concept.191
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In order to estimate SP

Sm(MS)
, we need to estimate a maximum distance ∆m(MS),192

usually in degrees, at which the event can be detected for the different methods, within193

a signal-to-noise ratio larger than a given value SNRmin. Knowing this number, the sur-194

face area ratio is195

SP

Sm(MS)
=

4π

2π(1 − cos(∆m(MS)))
, (3)

with ∆m(MS) the maximum epicentral distance at which you can expect to detect the196

quake.197

Usually, the noise levels of the instruments are provided in Power of Amplitude Spec-198

tral Density (ASD) in physical unit over square root of hertz (ASDn). In contrast, the199

signal amplitude terms in Equation 1 are provided at a given period (TS), and consequently200

the signal amplitude on the instrument is also in physical units at a given period (Am).201

In order to compare these two numbers, we convert the amplitude spectral density val-202

ues into root-mean-square values, under the conservative hypothesis that we filter the203

signals over a bandwidth of 1/3 octave (±11.5%) around the central frequency fS = 1
TS

.204

As a consequence, the root-mean-square noise amplitude is defined by the product of the205

amplitude spectral density times the square root of the frequency bandwidth, assuming206

that the noise power is constant over the bandwidth (Bormann, 2002):207

Nrms = ASDn

√
0.23

TS
. (4)

As a consequence, the maximum epicentral distance at which you can expect to detect208

a quake of magnitude MS (∆m(MS)) is defined by equating the signal-to-noise ratio to209

its minimum value SNRmin, fixed here to 3:210

Am(∆m(MS))

Nrms
= SNRmin. (5)

In conclusion, in order to estimate Nmin
m (MS), i.e., the minimum number of events per211

year, as a function of surface wave magnitude, to measure at least 1 event of this type212

by a given method, one needs to invert the above equations to get the maximum distance213

at which an event can be detected by a given method ∆m(MS), and then compute Nmin
m (MS)214

through Equations 3 and 2. However, because the relation of Equation 1 holds only for215

teleseismic distances, and because we need the waves to be separated in time in order216

to analyze them properly, we impose ∆m(MS) > 3◦. This restriction sets the lower-bound217

limit on the MS values.218

2.4 Detection capabilities of various observation concepts219

2.4.1 Quake detection by landed seismometer220

Due to the high surface temperatures on Venus and the limited amount of solar en-221

ergy that reaches the surface, deploying instruments on the ground is challenging. With222

conventional electronics, surface landers lasted less than two hours on the Venusian sur-223

face in the past (Kerzhanovich & Marov, 1983; Moroz, 1983). However, to be able to de-224

termine global seismicity levels, several Earth days of active monitoring would proba-225

bly be required at minimum.226

Recent advances in high-temperature electronics (Wilson et al., 2016; Kremic et227

al., 2020; Glass et al., 2020) have made long-lived landers a possibility for the coming228

decades, using silicon carbide (SiC) seismometers. These SiC integrated circuits have been229

demonstrated to provide 60 functioning days in high-fidelity simulated Venusian surface230

conditions (Hunter et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2019; Neudeck et al., 2018). However, the231
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development of the associated electronics coping with the harsh Venus conditions is still232

required.233

Memory is another issue with Venusian surface conditions. Depending on power234

availability, data storage and transmission could be difficult. Tian et al. (2023) designed235

a low-memory algorithm to circumvent this issue that triggers transmission during earth-236

quakes and avoids transmission during wind and other noise events (Tian et al., 2023).237

Only a handful of probes recorded data at the surface of Venus. Only VENERA-238

9 and 10 directly measured the wind for 49 min and 90 s, respectively (Avduevskii et239

al., 1977), and VENERA-13 and 14 indirectly measured the wind speed (Ksanfomaliti240

et al., 1983). The amplitudes of the measured wind speeds are less than 2 m s−1 below241

100 m height (Lorenz, 2016), with a higher probability for values below 0.5 m s−1.242

Simulations with a global circulation model showed the diurnal cycle of the Plan-243

etary Boundary Layer (PBL) activity is correlated with the diurnal cycle of surface winds244

(Lebonnois et al., 2018), with downward katabatic winds at night and upward anabatic245

winds during the day along the slopes of high-elevation terrains. With a high-resolution246

model, Lefèvre et al. (2024) confirmed this diurnal cycle of the surface wind. The resolved247

large-scale horizontal wind at 10 m above the local surface is above 1 m s−1 in the moun-248

tains in the equatorial region and below 0.5 m s−1 in the low plains.249

Lefèvre (2022) used a turbulent-resolving model to quantify the turbulent activ-250

ity at the surface of Venus. At noon, the height of the PBL varies from 1.5 km in the251

plains to 7 km in the high terrains by the equator. This difference is due to the impact252

of the anabatic winds. This difference in PBL height at noon, results in a difference in253

turbulent horizontal winds amplitude, reaching 2 m s−1 for the high terrain compared254

to between 1 and 1.5 m s−1 in the plains. At night, when the impact of the slope winds255

is weaker, the height of the PBL is almost the same around 500 m, resulting in horizon-256

tal winds amplitude below 0.5 m s−1. Placing a seismometer in the low plain, and record-257

ing signals by night, seems to be the optimal plan to limit the noise of the atmosphere.258

Lorenz (2012) roughly quantified the wind noise at the surface of Venus. With an259

atmospheric density of 65 kg/m3, a wind speed of 0.25 m s−1 is comparable in terms of260

dynamic pressure to wind speeds of 20 m s−1 on Mars, which were regularly observed261

during the daytime by InSight (Banfield et al., 2020) The corresponding seismic ampli-262

tude is 120.0 nm. Atmospheric noise could therefore limit seismic detection, and shield-263

ing the instrument might be necessary.264

Venera-14 reportedly detected Venusian microseisms with a geophone in only an265

hour of operation (Ksanfomaliti et al., 1982). The amplitude of the signals are consis-266

tent with ‘noisy’ environments on Earth (Lorenz & Panning, 2018), i.e. from ∼10−8 to267

10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz which roughly spans the space between the low and high noise mod-268

els for Earth (Peterson, 1993). Therefore, surface-wind noise on Venus must be properly269

quantified. In addition, it is important to note that for high-quality seismic measurements,270

the wind speed and pressure should be monitored continuously.271

The Brownian noise of a Short Period (SP) sensor comparable to the InSight sen-272

sor (Lognonné et al., 2019) in a vacuum is modeled to have an acceleration noise den-273

sity of
√

kBTα
m where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the absolute temperate, α the damp-274

ing constant, and m the proof mass (Mimoun et al., 2017). For a standard SP, the proof275

mass is 0.8 g. Recalculating from Mimoun et al. (2017) with T = 740 K, gives a noise276

of 4.37·10−10 m/s2/
√

Hz. If not in a vacuum, the suspension noise also includes a vis-277

cous damping term which could contribute. At 740 K, this additional term reaches 3.3·278

10−9 m/s2/
√

Hz, giving a total suspension noise of 3.77 · 10−9 m/s2/
√

Hz, lower than279

the atmospheric noise. Other sensor noise sources should also be considered and prop-280

erly calculated for the Venusian environment, such as digitizer/acquisition noise, ther-281
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Figure 2. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude

required on the surface of Venus to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a seis-

mometer observation duration of 1 day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8

(plain line) and 10−7 (dashed line), 10−6 (dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period.

mal noise, noise from wind on the sensor, and atmospheric noise/noise of the lander it-282

self.283

With an SNRmin set to 3 and a period Ts of 20 s, ∆m(MS) can be estimated for284

a given magnitude from Equations 1 and 5 as:285

log10 (∆m(MS)) =
Ms − 3.3 − log10

(
SNRminNrms

Ts

)
1.66

. (6)

Following Equations 2 and 3, the minimum number of events for each magnitude286

on the surface of Venus to result in at least one detection during the mission lifetime is287

shown in Figure 2. For the lowest noise level estimated to be 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz, global288

detection is possible for surface wave magnitudes above Ms = 4.3. For a higher noise289

level, this limit increases to Ms = 5.3 for 10−7m/s2/
√

Hz and to Ms = 6.3 for 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz.290

Under our idealized conditions, events above this threshold need to occur just once dur-291

ing the mission to be detectable, which creates the lower limit of 365 events per year in292

fig. 2.293

2.4.2 Quake detection with DAS on the surface294

Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) is an emerging technology in the field of Earth295

geophysics, and has been applied in increasingly remote and harsh locations on Earth,296
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such as glaciers (Walter et al., 2020; Hudson et al., 2021), volcanoes (Klaasen et al., 2021;297

Jousset et al., 2022; Klaasen et al., 2023) and submarine environments (Cheng et al., 2021;298

Lior et al., 2021). It employs a fiber-optic cable that is interrogated with laser pulses,299

resulting in seismic deformation measurements at a high spatial and temporal resolu-300

tion along the cable. We refer the reader to Zhan (2020), and Lindsey and Martin (2021)301

for more in-depth descriptions of DAS and its applications on Earth. We optimistically302

propose to extend the use of DAS beyond Earth, and to visualize the hypothetical de-303

tection capabilities of DAS on Venus.304

We follow the procedures as outlined in Section 2.3 to obtain the detection capa-305

bilities for DAS on Venus, as shown in Figure 3. We estimate the minimum number of306

required events per year based on parameters and assumptions similar to the ones used307

for the landed seismometer in Section 2.4.1. On top of the noise estimates of 10−8, 10−7
308

and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz, we also use the noise-floor in strain as reported by the iDAS Ca-309

rina from Silixa, as an example of the self-noise of an interrogator currently on the mar-310

ket. The noise estimates in m/s2/
√

Hz are transformed from ground acceleration to strain311

using the plane-wave assumption (Daley et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Näsholm et al.,312

2022), assuming an apparent velocity of seismic surface waves of 2250 m/s, which cor-313

responds to an approximate Rayleigh wave velocity in mid-oceanic ridge basaltic mate-314

rial at 20 second period (as suggested for Venus; Surkov et al., 1984) with a Poisson ra-315

tio of 0.25:316

ϵ = aTS/VR, (7)

where ϵ is the strain, a is the acceleration in m/s2 which is linked to a given quake mag-317

nitude by Equation 1, TS is the period of the wave in s, and VR is the Rayleigh wave ve-318

locity in m/s. The entire calculation is then based on the values in strain; the native unit319

of a DAS interrogator.320

While the calculation based on different noise estimates paints an optimistic pic-321

ture, we emphasize that a DAS deployment on Venus is at the moment not feasible due322

to several obstacles, such as (i) the current instrumental capacities, (ii) deployment op-323

tions, (iii) cable coupling conditions, and (iv) unknown cable locations. The instruments324

currently on the market are not able to operate under the pressure and temperature at325

the surface of Venus. However, some experiments have demonstrated the ability of spe-326

cialized gold-coated optical fibers to survive and function with low attenuation at tem-327

peratures up to 773 K for up to 900 hours (Jacobsen et al., 2018), with optical fiber man-328

ufacturers also quoting operating temperatures up to 973 K (e.g. (Heracle, 2023)). The329

development of high-temperature and corrosion-resistant fibers is an area of active re-330

search, for example within the oil and gas industry (Reinsch & Henninges, 2010; Stolov331

& OFS, 2019)). Alternative fiber optic sensing systems are also already in development332

for structural health monitoring on future spacecraft (Chan et al., 2015; Parker et al.,333

2024).334

Assuming the further development of DAS instruments and their ability to oper-335

ate on Venus, we are limited by the deployment of the cable. If the cable is released dur-336

ing the landing, we are unable to control the exact layout and coupling conditions of the337

cable, which will likely decrease the data quality and the consequent conclusions that338

can be drawn from the data. If the cable is not buried and protected, other noise sources339

are likely to overpower any seismic signals - a phenomenon observed on Earth with at-340

mospheric noise, in submarine environments with strong currents (Lior et al., 2021), or341

on Mars with the atmospheric wind and pressure noise (Mimoun et al., 2017). Addition-342

ally, DAS yields single-component data, therefore a cable layout with varying angles and343

directions is necessary to capture the complete wavefield and locate events. However, this344

also requires exact geographical knowledge of the cable layout, which may be difficult345
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Figure 3. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a DAS observation duration of 1

day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8 (plain line) and 10−7 (dashed line), 10−6

(dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period. An estimate assuming that the noise floor is controlled

by a typical self noise of a DAS interrogator (iDAS Carina of Silixa company) is provided as

dotted-dashed lines.

to obtain on Venus due to the lack of a GPS network and difficulty capturing georefer-346

enced images of the cable.347

Hence, in order to facilitate a DAS experiment on Venus, research primarily needs348

to focus on instrumental development and the feasibility of experimental deployment.349

The instrument needs to be able to operate its laser and conduct preliminary data anal-350

ysis before sending the data back to orbit to avoid, in order to avoid a bottle neck caused351

by the large amounts of data produced by DAS experiments. Additionally, the cable needs352

to be deployed in such a fashion to guarantee atmospheric protection and good coupling353

with the ground, and would ideally have a well-known, and non-linear layout.354

2.4.3 Quake detection with ground rotation sensors355

The sensing of the ground rotations induced by seismic waves is an emerging field.356

The ground rotations allow for inferring the gradients of the seismic wavefield. These357

measurements allow seismologists to distinguish between various seismic waves (Sollberger358

et al., 2023), to correct for tilt effects on seismometers (Bernauer, Wassermann, & Igel,359

2020) and to infer anisotropy parameters (Noe et al., 2022). There are also many other360

applications for inverse problems and seismic source determination (Schmelzbach et al.,361

2018). This domain is currently limited by the self-noise level of the instruments (Bernauer362
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et al., 2021) and planetary applications are promising but mainly limited by the avail-363

able instrumentation (Bernauer, Garcia, et al., 2020).364

The currently available instruments are measuring the ground rotation speed in rad/s365

(ω) along three perpendicular axis. With the same assumption as those used in the pre-366

vious section to estimate the ground strain, this parameter can be linked to the ground367

acceleration by the following equation368

ω = aTS/(2πλ), (8)

where ω is the ground rotation in rad/s, a the acceleration in m/s2, TS the period of the369

surface wave in s, and λ the wavelength in meters which is computed assuming a sur-370

face wave velocity of 2250 m/s.371

We follow the procedures as outlined in Section 2.3 to obtain the detection capa-372

bilities for ground rotation sensors on Venus as shown in Figure 4. We estimate the min-373

imum number of required events per year based on parameters and assumptions simi-374

lar to the ones used for the landed seismometer in Section 2.4.1. On top of the noise es-375

timates of 10−8, 10−7 and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz, we also use the noise-floor in rad/s as re-376

ported for the BlueSeis3A sensor from the iXblue company (20 nrad/s/
√

Hz), as an ex-377

ample of the self-noise of a rotation sensor on the market.378

As observed in Figure 4, the event detection is limited by the self-noise of current379

ground rotation instruments (Bernauer, Garcia, et al., 2020). As a consequence, even if380

the ground rotation measurements present less deployment constraints than the DAS sys-381

tems, the interest of such measurements is limited to large-amplitude signals, and thus382

to large-amplitude quakes close to the instrument.383

2.4.4 Quake detection by pressure sensors onboard balloons384

Stratospheric balloon flights on Earth present noise levels around 0.05 Pa/
√

Hz at385

20 s period and 0.01 Pa/
√

Hz at 10 s period (Garcia et al., 2022). The amplitude of pres-386

sure perturbations generated by a vertical displacement Ad (in µm) at period TS can be387

computed using the following formula, assuming that the acoustic wave attenuation is388

negligible (Garcia et al., 2005):389

DP = ρ(zb)c(zb)

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zb)c(zb)

(
10−62πAd

TS

)
(9)

in which ρ(z) and c(z) are the density and the sound speed at altitude z in the atmo-390

sphere respectively. The product of the first two terms is the impedance conversion from391

particle velocity to pressure at balloon altitude (zb = 60 km). The third term is the392

amplification factor for particle velocity from the ground to the balloon altitude. The393

last term is the ground velocity of seismic waves in m/s at TS period.394

Using Equations 2, 3, 6, 5, 4 and 9 one can obtain the minimum number of events395

per year required to measure at least 1 event of a given magnitude during the observa-396

tion duration. The results are presented in Figure 5. This suggests a minimum amount397

of events MS = 6 between 20 and 100 is required to detect at least one quake. Note398

that at large magnitudes, the minimum number of events is limited to 4 per year, be-399

cause the mission duration is 1/4 of a year.400

2.4.5 Quake detection by Airglow measurements onboard orbiters401

Various studies pointed to the sensitivity of Venus’ airglow emissions to pressure,402

temperature and density variations induced by acoustic waves (Garcia et al., 2009; Steven-403

son et al., 2015; López-Valverde et al., 2011). These studies mainly target two infrared404
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Figure 4. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a ground rotation observation

duration of 1 day. Results are provided for different noise levels: 10−8 (plain line) and 10−7

(dashed line), 10−6 (dotted line) m/s−2/
√
Hz at 20 s period. An estimate assuming that the

noise floor is controlled by a typical self noise of a ground rotation instrument (BlueSeis-3A of

iXblue company) is provided as dotted-dashed lines.
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Figure 5. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during a balloon mission duration of 3

months. Results are provided at two different periods: 20 s (dashed line) and 10 s (plain line)

because the noise level of pressure measurements varies significantly with frequency (from 0.05 to

0.01 Pa/
√
Hz going from 20 s to 10 s period).
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airglows: nighttime airglow at 1.27 µm and day time Non-Local Thermodynamical Equi-405

librium emissions around 4.3 µm (in fact two emission peaks at 4.28 µm and 4.32 µm).406

These studies paved the way to a dedicated mission concept studied at JPL/NASA (Sutin407

et al., 2018). We will use this mission design, called VAMOS, in order to infer the de-408

tection capabilities of airglow measurements in terms of the minimum number of events409

per year required to detect at least one quake with this detection method. The concept410

is targeting a continuous monitoring of the planet disk with a high sampling rate (> 1411

sample per second) camera orbiting on a circular equatorial orbit at a radius of 45,000412

km with a period of approximately 29.2 hours.413

As the measurement concept is different from a single point measurement by landed414

seismometers or balloons, Equation 2 must be revised. First, because the airglow emis-415

sions are localized only on a specific part of the planet, we must define this area as the416

Observation Area (OA) for a given airglow. For 1.27 µm emission, this observation area417

is centered on the equatorial point at 1:00 AM local time and covers an angular radius418

of about 60◦ around that point, because it is in this region that we expect the largest419

background emissions (Gérard et al., 2008). For simplicity, we assume that the center420

point of this area is located at midnight local time. For 4.3 µm emission, the observa-421

tion area is centered on the equatorial point at 12:00 local time (midday) and covers an422

angular radius of about 70◦ around that point. These emissions are proportional to so-423

lar illumination, but polar regions and regions close to the terminator are conservatively424

excluded because background emissions are low, and because more variability is expected425

from gravity wave activity (Seiff & Kirk, 1991; Garcia et al., 2009; Gérard et al., 2014).426

Then, another difference compared to single point measurements is that the ob-427

servation area is not always visible in the camera images. To illustrate this, we use the428

equatorial circular orbit of VAMOS to simplify the computations, although it still pro-429

vides similar visibility statistics to other orbits at different ellipticity and inclination when430

ensuring that the full disk is visible on more than 80% of the orbit period. In the full-431

disk images of the planet, we conservatively consider that only points having an angu-432

lar distance smaller than 70◦ for the center of the image (located at the equator) can be433

used for observation because points close to the limb will have too much image distor-434

tion. As a consequence, for a given local time position (ϕ in longitude degrees) of the435

center of the image (at the equator) relative to the center position of the visibility area436

(ϕ0) the visible observation area (V OA) will be defined by the intersection of two spher-437

ical caps (or solid angles) of size 60◦ (or 70◦) for the observation area and size 70◦ for438

the imaging capability. Due to the rotation of the spacecraft around the planet, the size439

of the visible observation area will vary as a function of the parameter ϕ.440

The function V OA(∆ϕ), with ∆ϕ = ϕ−ϕ0 is symmetric around zero. When this441

area is zero (i.e., the observation area is not visible from the spacecraft) the correspond-442

ing time period must be subtracted from the mission duration to define the observation443

duration (Tm of Equation 2). When this area is non-zero, all the points in the area have444

the capability of detecting seismic waves. Consequently, the surface Sm(MS) of Equa-445

tion 2 is much larger than for a single-point observation because it includes the whole446

visible observation area V OA(∆ϕ), and extends it in both latitude and longitude direc-447

tions by ∆m(MS) degrees. When the surface of the visible observation area is non-zero,448

the surface of the detection area is computed by the joint area of two spherical caps for449

each surface wave magnitude (MS) and each longitude separation (∆ϕ) between the two450

spherical caps (i.e., the visibility area and the image usable area). The average area over451

all possible ∆ϕ values is then scaled to 4π as in Equation 2. The observation duration452

is reduced by the amount of time during which the visible observation area is zero.453

Once these geometrical considerations have been taken into account, we still have454

to compute the maximum distance at which a quake can be observed by a point in the455

observation area ∆m(MS).456
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For the 1.27 µm nighttime emissions, we need to convert the vertical particle ve-457

locity in the acoustic wave into airglow emission and compare to the instrument noise.458

The vertical particle velocity at the altitude of the maximum emission rate of the 1.27 µm459

airglow (zIR1 = 100 km) is provided by:460

Av(zIR1) =

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zIR1)c(zIR1)

(
10−6Ad(0)

2πTS

)
(10)

where Ad(0) as function of surface wave magnitude is provided by inverting Equation 1.461

The sensitivity of 1.27 µm emissions is driven by the transport of the emitting molecules462

under the vertical velocity Av(zIR1) (Lognonné et al., 2016). The order of magnitude463

of this sensitivity is about 3.0%/(m/s) at 20 s period and 6%/(m/s) at 50 s period at464

100 km altitude (Sutin et al., 2018) In addition, the estimated noise level of an imag-465

ing InfraRed (IR) camera targeting these emissions is about 0.5% of background emis-466

sion level (Sutin et al., 2018).467

For the 4.3 µm daytime emission, we focus on the 4.28 µm emission peak and as-468

sume that the emission altitude is approximately 135 km and that these emissions present469

a sensitivity of 1% per Kelvin variation of atmospheric temperature (López-Valverde et470

al., 2011). In order to convert the vertical particle velocity Av(zIR2) into temperature471

perturbation (in Kelvin), we use the impedance at zIR2 = 135 km altitude:472

DP (zIR2) = ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)Av(zIR2) (11)

= ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)

√
ρ(0)c(0)

ρ(zIR2)c(zIR2)

(
10−62πAd(0)

TS

)
(12)

which is similar to Equation 9 but at the altitude of the 4.28 µm emission peak. Then,473

we assume both the perfect gas law and the adiabatic nature of the acoustic wave per-474

turbations in order to quantify the corresponding temperature changes through the fol-475

lowing equation:476

DT (zIR2) =
γ − 1

γ

T (zIR2)

P (zIR2)
DP (zIR2), (13)

where γ is the heat capacity ratio at altitude zIR2 = 135 km, and T (zIR2) and P (zIR2)477

are the background temperature and pressure at this altitude, respectively. Finally, us-478

ing the sensitivity of 1% per Kelvin of the 4.28 µm emission, we obtain the expected sig-479

nal in percentage of background emission (López-Valverde et al., 2011). Concerning the480

instrument noise, we assume that the root-mean-square noise of the detector is about481

0.125% of background emission (Sutin et al., 2018).482

Gathering all these equations, we obtain the minimum number of events per year483

for a mission duration of 2 years, and for the two infrared emissions. This result is shown484

in Figure 6. The minimum surface magnitude that can be detected through these air-485

glow emissions is between 4.5 and 5. However, we have a low variability of the minimum486

number of events per year because of the large extent of the observation area.487

2.4.6 Comparing the different seismic wave measurements concepts488

Figure 7 assembles the detection capabilities of all the different seismic wave mea-489

surement concepts in the same figure, although the ground sensors in this figure are lim-490

ited to seismometers, as the other ground measurement concepts are not yet technolog-491

ically feasible. From this figure, it is clear that the airglow emissions are best designed492

to detect quakes of surface wave magnitude larger than 5. In addition, the capability of493
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Figure 6. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude during an airglow orbiter mission duration

of 2 years. Results are provided for the two airglow emissions respectively at 1.27 µm (dashed

line at 20 s period, dotted line at 50 s period) and at 4.28 µm (solid line).
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Figure 7. Minimum number of events per year as a function of surface wave magnitude re-

quired to measure at least one event of this magnitude for all the detection methods. Balloon

estimates in blue, landed seismometers in brown, and airglow emissions in black.

such observations to track surface wave propagation on the images is opening more op-494

portunities to image lateral variations in the crust and the lithosphere. However, due to495

low-pass effects, induced by the vertical extent of airglow emission peaks and by the re-496

sponse of airglow emissions to acoustic forcing, these observations are probably limited497

to periods larger than 10 s (Lognonné et al., 2016; Sutin et al., 2018).498

The balloon observations have a detection limit around 4.0–4.5 units of surface wave499

magnitude and can detect all quakes with surface wave magnitude larger than 7. In ad-500

dition, they can detect higher frequency signals, with a usable bandwidth mainly for pe-501

riods between 0.5 s and 20 s. However, this observation mean suffers for its single point502

measurement and from the short mission duration, estimated here to be 3 months.503

Finally, for short duration deployment of a landed seismometer, the estimates present504

a large variability due to the large uncertainties on the final noise level of such an instru-505

ment. Assuming a noise level between 10−7 and 10−6 m/s2/
√

Hz at 20 s period, such506

an instrument can detect all quakes of surface wave magnitude larger than 5 to 6. In ad-507

dition, for small quakes close to the sensor, the bandwidth of such an instrument would508

easily cover the 0.05–20 Hz. However, such a concept is strongly limited by the short ob-509

servation duration, assumed here to be 1 day, such that it would allow us to investigate510

only seismic events that are occurring more than 400 times per Earth year.511
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3 Comparing of detection capabilities with current seismicity estimates512

Our estimates of detection capabilities are shown in figure 7 as a function of sur-513

face wave magnitude MS which was defined following the IASPEI standard and corre-514

sponds to the definition of MS 20 by (Bormann et al., 2013). However, seismicity esti-515

mates are usually provided as a function of seismic moment magnitude MW which is a516

better representation of the quake physics. In order to convert from MS to MW, we use517

the following relation defined by Bormann et al. (2013) for quake moment magnitudes518

smaller than 6.8 that are of our main interest:519

MW = 0.667 MS + 2.18 (14)

The error bar in this conversion is on the order of 0.3 magnitude unit, but even such large520

errors could in fact be smaller than the error we may have due to the unknown inter-521

nal structure of Venus. Eventually, the moment magnitude is converted to the seismic522

moment M0 (in Nm) by the standard conversion formula MW = 2
3 (log10(M0) − 9.1).523

Once MS has been converted into MW or M0, we can directly compare our detec-524

tion limits of at least one quake with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 3 over the mis-525

sion duration with the Venus seismicity estimates by (Van Zelst et al., 2024). This com-526

parison is presented in Figure 8.527

The detection limits presented here should be taken with caution for two main rea-528

sons. First, the limitations presented in the next section induce an error bar on the or-529

der of one order of magnitude on these estimates. Secondly, we investigated mainly seis-530

mic signals around the 20 s period whereas the expected bandwidths of the different meth-531

ods are different with an upper bound frequency of 10 Hz for ground sensors to 0.1 Hz532

for airglow observations.533

Despite these limitations, a few interesting observations can be made in Figure 8.534

The ground-based sensors can be considered adequate for seismic wave detection if their535

noise level at 20 s period is below 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz and if they are deployed in an active536

seismic area that would allow us to detect quakes of magnitudes smaller than 4.0. The537

pressure sensors on balloon platforms allow for probing quake magnitudes in the 5.0 to538

7.0 moment magnitude range and mainly for seismic signal frequencies in the 0.05 to 1 Hz539

range. Lastly, the airglow measurements have the lowest detection limits due to the low540

noise level and the long duration of the observations. In addition, the output movie of541

wave propagation would allow for determining the source location and investigating vari-542

ations in seismic surface speeds over the planet that could be related to lateral hetero-543

geneities in the shallow seismic wave structure of the crust. However, this measurement544

concept is limited to seismic moment magnitudes larger than 5.5 and to wave periods545

larger than 5 s.546

4 Limitations547

Our analysis operated under certain assumptions that leave room for future im-548

provements and exploration.549

First, the spatial dependence of seismicity estimates is not taken into account in550

our estimates of quake detectability, despite the likelihood that certain areas on Venus551

exhibit higher seismic activity compared to others. Even if this issue is not so critical552

for airglow measurements that will cover a large part of the planet surface, it is obvious553

that ground sensor deployments should target the most active regions in order to im-554

prove their detection capabilities. The balloon missions are also expected to cover more555

equatorial regions than polar regions due to deployment and mission duration constraints.556
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Figure 8. Minimum number of events per year as a function of seismic moment (in N·m)

on the bottom and moment magnitude on top required to measure at least one event of this

magnitude for all the detection methods (lines) compared to end-member Venus seismicity es-

timates (shaded areas) by Van Zelst et al. (2024): an inactive Venus (blue), lower bound active

Venus (red) and upper bound active Venus (magenta). Balloon estimates are in dark blue, landed

seismometers in brown, and airglow emissions in black.
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A second important limitation is the uncertainty on the noise levels of each mea-557

surement concept. Even though we consider reasonable assumptions on these numbers558

and provided estimates for different noise levels, detailed noise models of these measure-559

ment concepts are required to fully validate our analysis. Mimoun et al. (2017) provides560

an example of a detailed noise model for a seismometer instrument. An inherent diffi-561

culty to the noise model exercise is that the mission parameters (lander size, instrument562

performance parameters, etc.) must be known in order for the analysis to be valid.563

Lastly, the method used to relate ground movements to quake magnitude and the564

frequencies considered here (periods between 10 and 50 seconds) are mainly relevant for565

quake moment magnitudes between 4.0 and 6.8 (Bormann et al., 2013). For quake mo-566

ment magnitudes smaller than 4.0, other methods and frequency ranges should be con-567

sidered.568

5 Conclusion569

Our study provides a first estimate of the detection capabilities of long period seis-570

mic surface waves on Venus by various measurement concepts: ground sensors includ-571

ing seismometers, DAS, and rotation sensors; infrasound sensors on balloons; and air-572

glow imagers onboard orbiters. We also compare these estimates with recent predictions573

of Venus seismicity. The airglow measurement concept appears to be most relevant in574

light of the current estimates of seismicity, but it is limited to moment magnitudes larger575

than 5.5 and wave periods larger than 5 s. We find that a minimum measurement du-576

ration of two years ensures a good probability to detect large magnitude quakes. Infra-577

sound sensors onboard balloons must ensure an overall noise level below 10−2 Pa/
√

Hz578

at 10 s period and a measurement duration in the order of a month to obtain a good prob-579

ability of quake detection. The ground sensors are strongly limited by their measurement580

duration but also by their noise, mainly due to instrument self-noise for potential ground581

rotation sensors, and noise induced by the installation or environment for seismometers582

and potential DAS fiber measurements that would be effective only with an overall ac-583

celeration noise level at 20 s period below 10−8 m/s2/
√

Hz. Uncertainties ranging up to584

one order of magnitude impact these detection limit estimates due to limitations that585

could be improved in various directions by future studies. Potential directions of improve-586

ments would be to take into account the geographical distribution of quakes, a full mod-587

eling of the amplitude of seismic and infrasound waves, detailed noise models of the mea-588

surement concepts... Rather than definitively concluding on one measurement concept,589

our study allows us to enhance the advantages and limitations of each measurement con-590

cept and can drive requirements on future mission concepts that would deploy such mea-591

surement tools.592

Despite the recent selection of various space missions to Venus, none of these will593

target the detection and characterization of seismic waves to investigate Venus’ inter-594

nal structure in better detail. The most realistic programmatic scenario for the imple-595

mentation of any of the measurement concepts described in this study in the next decade596

is therefore the deployment of such concepts by a small satellite as a piggyback payload597

on one of these missions.598
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